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High‐resolution dimethyl sulfide and dimethylsulfoniopropionate
time series profiles in decaying summer first‐year sea ice at Ice
Station Polarstern, western Weddell Sea, Antarctica

J.‐L. Tison,1 F. Brabant,1 I. Dumont,2 and J. Stefels3

Received 13 May 2010; revised 1 September 2010; accepted 20 September 2010; published 31 December 2010.

[1] High‐resolution profiles of ice dimethyl sulfide (DMS) and
dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP) concentrations were measured together with a
suite of ancillary physical and biological properties during a time series of decaying
summer‐level first‐year sea ice throughout December 2004 during the Ice Station
Polarstern drift experiment (western Weddell Sea, Antarctica). Ice DMSP and DMS
concentrations were always maximum at the bottom of the ice sheet (636–2627 and
292–1430 nM, respectively) where the highest chlorophyll a levels were also found
(15–30 mg L−1). Throughout the observation period, the autotrophic surface community
(32–205 mg C L−1) was dominated by Phaeocystis sp. while the bottom community
(1622–3830 mg C L−1) mainly consisted of pennate diatoms. This illustrates that,
although being known for lower DMSP‐to‐chlorophyll a ratios than Phaeocystis sp.,
diatoms dominated the overall DMSP production because of their much larger biomass.
Decreasing DMSP concentrations and increasing DMS‐to‐DMSP ratios in the bottom
layers with time suggested active DMSP‐to‐DMS conversion in a slowly degrading
environment. Drastic temporal brine volume and brine salinity changes associated with
the decaying sea ice cover are shown to directly impact (1) the migration of DMSP
and DMS through the brine network, (2) the DMSP‐to‐DMS conversion processes
within the ice interior, and (3) the physiological response of the ice algae. First‐order
flux estimates show that decaying summer‐level first‐year sea ice alone can
significantly contribute to the regional sulfur budget of the Weddell Sea with an
estimated average loss rate of 5.7 mmol DMS(P) m−2 d−1) toward the atmosphere and
the ocean.

Citation: Tison, J.‐L., F. Brabant, I. Dumont, and J. Stefels (2010), High‐resolution dimethyl sulfide and
dimethylsulfoniopropionate time series profiles in decaying summer first‐year sea ice at Ice Station Polarstern, western Weddell
Sea, Antarctica, J. Geophys. Res., 115, G04044, doi:10.1029/2010JG001427.

1. Introduction

[2] Dimethyl sulfide (DMS) is a biogenic semivolatile
organic compound mainly produced by the enzymatic con-
version of dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP). DMSP is
synthesized by a limited number of phytoplanktonic taxa in
oceanic environments [Keller et al., 1989]. A complex
ecosystem network that involves most of the microbial food
web affects the concentrations of DMS and DMSP in the
environment, resulting in strong seasonal and latitudinal
variations in concentration in surface ocean waters
(reviewed by Stefels et al. [2007]). DMS accounts for 50%

to 60% of Earth’s total natural sulfur emissions to the
atmosphere, and 90% of this DMS flux originates in marine
environments. DMS has been brought forward to the scene
of climate change as a potential mitigation agent of global
warming from increasing concentrations of greenhouse
gases. Indeed, once released in the atmosphere, DMS is
oxidized to, among other compounds, sulfate that can either
directly (as aerosols) or indirectly (as cloud condensation
nuclei) increase the reflectivity of the atmosphere and of the
clouds, thereby cooling the Earth. Charlson et al. [1987]
suggested that the temperature increase resulting from
global warming would raise biogenic production of DMS
that would in turn increase the rate of formation of sulfate
aerosols, thereby impeding the temperature increase, at least
partially. This assumption is challenged by the observation
that not all microalgae are able to synthesize DMSP and that
the effect of climate change on the growth of DMSP pro-
ducers is not known because of a lack of understanding of
the factors controlling DMSP variability in phytoplankton
cells as well as those factors acting on DMSP‐to‐DMS
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transformation. Among the unknowns, processes in sea ice
form the biggest gap in our knowledge, even though sea ice
is known to be a habitat for strong DMSP‐producing algal
species [Kirst et al., 1991; Levasseur et al., 1994]. Another
potential by‐product of the marine DMS released to the
atmosphere, which is also of climatic significance, is
methylsulfonic acid, which is found in continental ice cores
and often used as a paleoclimatic indicator of regional sea
ice extent, at least in coastal areas [Mulvaney et al., 1992;
Welch et al., 1993; Pasteur et al., 1995; Meyerson et al.,
2002; Curran et al., 2003; Wolff et al., 2006; Abram
et al., 2007; Rhodes et al., 2009].
[3] Suggested biological functions for DMSP are an

osmotic pressure regulator, a cryoprotectant, an oxygen
radical scavenger, an overflow compound for excess energy
dissipation, and a grazing deterrent. Although DMSP seems
to be a multifunctional compound, the regulation of its
production and conversion is still unresolved. Several
environmental factors such as salinity, light intensity and
history, temperature, and nutrient supply may affect the
DMSP synthesis by algal cells (reviewed by Stefels [2000]
and Stefels et al. [2007]). Unlike the relatively stable
pelagic environment, sea ice forms a habitat where
extremely high salinities and low temperatures favor the
enhanced production of DMSP in algal cells. Subsequent
melting of ice results in very low salinities and higher
temperatures, which mediates the release of DMSP from
cells and increases the conversion to DMS. During spring-
time, light conditions at the ice surface may become
inhibiting. Under such conditions, an increased DMSP
production is expected, although the mechanisms are still
enigmatic. Moreover, in field samples, the multitude of
processes are difficult to follow separately and the over-
arching effect of high light conditions may be the inhibited
conversion of DMS and DMSP by bacteria and an increased
photochemical conversion of DMS to dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO) [Slezak et al., 2001]. Release of DMSP from algal
cells is mediated by active exudation, cell lysis due to
senescence or viral attack, or grazing. The conversion of
DMSP into DMS and acrylic acid is mainly mediated
through bacterial or algal enzymes; however, in sea ice,

chemical conversion should be considered as well.
Hydroxide decomposition of DMSP does not take place at
the pH of seawater, but the potentially alkaline conditions of
sea ice brine inclusions, with pH values sometimes rising as
high as 10 [Gleitz et al., 1995], do favor abiotic conversion.
Whether these alkaline conditions also favor the enzymatic
conversion of DMSP is unknown. Although it was observed
that the pH optimum of DMSP lyase in a temperate
Phaeocystis species was indeed alkaline [Stefels and
Dijkhuizen, 1996], various strains of Emiliania huxleyi,
another Haptophyte species, indicated the existence of var-
ious isoforms of DMSP lyase that have different pH optima
[Steinke et al., 1998]. There is nothing known about DMSP
lyase activity and its characteristics in ice algae. To date, sea
ice DMSP and DMS studies were mainly focused on DMSP
(Table 1), and only two of these studies report individual
DMS concentrations. Even though they are scarce, pub-
lished values confirm the assumption of sea ice as an
environment favorable to DMSP and DMS production, with
concentration levels up to three orders of magnitude higher
than background (subnanomolar) values in seawater [e.g.,
Kirst et al., 1991; Turner et al., 1995; DiTullio et al., 1998].
This paper presents the first high‐resolution DMS and
DMSP time series profiles in the level spring/summer first‐
year sea ice of 2004 at the ISPOL “clean site” [Tison et al.,
2008] in the western Weddell Sea and discusses how these
profiles are related to the decay processes of the ice. More
specifically, we focus on deciphering the relative contribu-
tion and potential interactions between physical and bio-
logical processes in controlling the DMS(P) cycle within the
sea ice and we provide first estimates of the sulfur fluxes to
the ocean and the atmosphere from summer sea ice in the
western Weddell Sea.

2. Site Description

[4] DMS and DMSP measurements were obtained from
samples collected at the ISPOL clean site, which was
described extensively by Tison et al. [2008]. Briefly, ice
cores, brines, and under ice water samples were collected at
regular 5 day intervals from 29 November to 30 December

Table 1. Summary of Available Sea Ice DMS and DMSP Data in the Literature

Location Ice Type Seasona DMSPb (nM) DMSb (nM) DMS+DMSPb (nM) Source

Weddell Sea Pack ice Sp 322 (4–1664) NA NA Kirst et al. [1991]
Resolute Passage Pack ice Sp 325c (0–6014)c NA 950d (nd–15051)d Levasseur et al. [1994]
Bellingshausen Sea Pack ice Sp‐Su 200 (17–546) NA NA Turner et al. [1995]
Prydz Bay Pack ice Sp 144 (8–725) NA NA Curran et al. [2003]
Dumont D’Urville Sea Pack ice Wi 40 (nd‐193) NA NA Curran et al. [2003]
Ross Sea Pack ice Sp‐Su 212 (5–980) NA NA DiTullio et al. [1998]
Ross Sea Fast ice Sp 150 (81–219) NA NA DiTullio et al. [1998]
Offshore Prydz Bay Pack ice Sp 107 (6–787) NA NA Trevena et al. [2003]
Baffin Bay Pack ice Sp‐Su 126c (8.66–987)c NA NA Lee et al. [2001]
Prydz Bay Fast ice Sp‐Su 112 (9–1478) NA NA Trevena et al. [2003]
Gerlache Inlet Fast ice Su NA (4.4–450) NA NA Gambaro et al. [2004]
Indian sector of SO Pack/fast ice Sp 185e,f (45–796)e 12 (<0.3–75) NA Trevena and Jones [2006]
Dumont D’Urville Sea Fast ice Sp NA NA (4–74) NA Delille et al. [2007]
Western Weddell Sea Pack ice Summer 171 (5–2627) 58 (0.5–1430) 229 (6–3340) This study

aSp, spring; Su, summer; Wi, winter; NA, not available; SO, Southern Ocean.
bMean is given in bold, followed by the range in parentheses.
cDMSPp only.
dDMSPd + DMS.
eCalculated for ice categories with ice thickness <1.20 m.
fNumber of cores weighted average.
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2004, in close (few meters) proximity to each other. The ice
cover was homogeneous, unflooded (positive freeboard)
first‐year sea ice about 90 cm thick, with a thin snow cover
(6–25 cm). The potential scenario of the sea ice cover decay
(Figure 1) was discussed extensively elsewhere [Tison et al.,
2008]. In short, at the beginning of the observation period,
the brine network was unstable in terms of density, as shown
by computed brine salinity profiles (Figure 2b). Calculated
relative brine volumes ranged from 9% to 33% (Figure 2a)
and, therefore, were well above the 5% threshold for
increased permeability and connectivity in columnar ice
[Buckley and Trodhal, 1987; Golden et al., 1998, 2007;
Golden, 2003]. This suggests that brine inclusions (be it
in liquid, gaseous, or particulate form) were largely
interconnected throughout the whole sampling period. Large
increases of relative brine volumes with time characterized
the upper part of the sea ice cover, although important
variability may have been related to spatial heterogeneity
and potential sampling biases (e.g., partial loss of brine in
pockets, channels, or tubes) as sea ice decays [Tison et al.,
2008]. Interconnectivity and above‐seawater salinities of
brines resulted in downward brine migration, especially
during stations 29 November to 9 December. Values of d18O
for bulk sea ice were used to detect changes in the com-
position of the brines (considering that the signature of the
pure ice crystals remained constant with time). On 9
December, decreasing d18O values indicated that, as surface
brine traveled downward, it was mainly replaced by slush
from flooded ridges nearby (lower d18O values from snow
contribution), whereas internal melting was the main pro-
cess later on (higher d18O values from melting crystals).
Increased brine volumes in the upper 50 cm after 9
December also reflected internal melting. Following internal
melt, brine salinity dropped below the seawater value in the
second half of the observation period (station 14 December
onward), which resulted in stratification of the brine net-
work. Under such circumstances, solute exchange is mainly

controlled by molecular diffusion processes driven by con-
centration gradients. Textural observations indicated that
superimposed ice formation started in the second half of the
period, as melting surface snow infiltrated and refroze at the
top of the saltier granular frazil ice. The initial mean ice
thickness was 90 ± 0.5 cm. Statistical estimates of the
evolution of the ice cover during the observation period
corroborate model predictions of a moderate bottom melting
(5–10 cm) from ocean heat flux [Tison et al., 2008;McPhee,
2008].

3. Materials and Methods

[5] Ice cores were immediately wrapped into PE bags on
retrieval and stored on the sampling site in an insulated box
filled with individual cooling bags, precooled at −30°C, to
limit brine drainage from samples as much as possible. Cores
were transported back to the ship as soon as possible and
stored at −35°C until further analysis. Holes were drilled into
the ice cover at 20 and 60 cm depth (80 cm also on 29
November) to allow gravity‐driven brine collection known
as the sackhole brine sampling technique [Thomas and
Papadimitriou, 2003]. Brine and under ice seawater (inter-
face, 1 m, and 30 m deep) were then pumped up using a
portable peristaltic pump (Cole‐Palmer, Masterflex E/P) and
tubing. The preparation and analysis of DMS and DMSP
samples from ice is extensively described elsewhere (J.
Stefels, The analysis of dimethylsulfide and dimethylsul-
phoniopropionate in sea ice: dry‐crushing and melting using
stable isotope additions, submitted to Marine Chemistry,
2010). In short, 5 × 3 × 1 cm ice samples were introduced,
together with two stainless steel balls, into a stainless steel
vessel fitted with two in/out valves. The vessel was kept at
−25°C at all times by means of cooling bags, apart from the
brief period during which crushing occurred. The vessel was
tightly bolted to a custom‐made shaker and subjected to fast
up‐and‐down movements. As a result, the ice sample was

Figure 1. Schematic evolution of the decaying first‐year sea ice cover at the ISPOL clean site [after
Tison et al., 2008]. Vertical arrows indicate brine drainage in the first half of the observation period.
Horizontal arrows indicate lateral brine movement. Station 25 December is similar to 30 December
(30.12.04) and is not shown. Note that the position of stations relative to the ridges is not respected [see
Tison et al., 2008].
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reduced to a very fine powder. The crushing vessel was then
hooked to the inlet line of a proton‐transfer‐reaction mass
spectrometer (PTRMS, Ionicon Analytik, Innsbruck), and the
DMSwas flushed from the sample with high‐purity synthetic
air. The principles of proton‐transfer‐reaction mass spec-
trometry were described extensively elsewhere [Lindinger et

al., 1998; deGouw et al., 2003; deGouw andWarneke, 2007].
Instrument settings for DMS analysis in discrete samples is
given in the work of Stefels et al. [2009]. After analysis, the
ice powder was weighed and a subsample melted in the
presence of excess NaOH, to convert total DMSP into DMS
after 24 h. The resulting DMS was bubbled from the solution
and directly analyzed by PTRMS. Brine and water samples
were treated in the liquid state, following the same procedure:
first DMS was analyzed and then base was added to convert
DMSP into DMS. In those samples in which the solid fraction
was analyzed as well, a subsample was filtered gravimetri-
cally over aWhatmanGF/F filter and the filtrate was analyzed
in two steps as explained earlier in this section. Direct anal-
ysis of DMS by PTRMS resulted in an exponentially de-
caying peak. Total amounts were calculated by integration of
peak areas. Calibration curves were prepared from DMS
standards (Sigma‐Aldrich) in seawater and proved to be lin-
ear over more than three orders of magnitude, with typical
correlation coefficients larger than 0.999, and a detection
limit of 10 pmol DMS [Stefels et al., 2009]. DMS and DMSP
concentrations in ice (expressed in nM) should be read as
nanomoles per kilogram of ice. Discrete chlorophyll a mea-
surements were performed at six different depths on a dedi-
cated ice core: two at the top, two in the interior ice, and two at
the bottom. Five cm ice core slices (14 cm diam) were col-
lected and melted in a known volume of filtered seawater (1:4
volume ratio) at 4°C, in the dark. The melted samples were
then gently filtered onto Whatman GF/F filters using Gelman
filtration devices. The filters were stored in cryovials at
−80°C for chlorophyll a measurements back in the home
laboratory. They were extracted in acetone (90% vol/vol)
in the dark at 4°C for 24 h, and quantified with a Kontron
SFM 25 fluorometer (Kontron Instruments, Neufahrn, Ger-
many) at excitation and emission wavelengths of 430 and
672 nm, respectively, according to the work of Yentsch and
Menzel [1963]. Ice core sections sampled for the deter-
mination of abundance and biomass of microorganisms
were melted in the same manner as for the chlorophyll a
analysis described earlier and analyzed as fully described
in the work of Dumont et al. [2009]. To compare DMS
(P) concentrations in sackholes with those in ice, potential
sackhole concentrations were calculated from bulk‐ice
DMS(P) concentrations, assuming that sackhole brines are
a homogeneous mixture of brine material seeping out
from the entire ice column above. First, at each depth,
DMS(P) concentrations in ice were converted to brine con-
centrations by multiplying by the density value of 0.91 for
first‐year sea ice [Timco and Frederking, 1996] and dividing
by the corresponding relative brine volume as calculated
from observed bulk ice salinity and temperature [Cox and
Weeks, 1983; Lepparänta and Manninen, 1988; Eicken,
2003]. Subsequently, potential DMS(P) concentrations in
sackholes were calculated by averaging reconstructed
brine concentrations above the sackhole depth.

4. Results

[6] The highest chlorophyll a values (up to 30 mg L−1) were
observed in the lowest 10 cm of the ice cover (Figure 3a).
Although bottom melting occurred, no systematic change in
chlorophyll a was found in these layers. A secondary max-
imum (1–2 mg L−1) occurred in the surface layer on 9

Figure 2. Profiles of computed brine volume and brine
salinity in the ice [after Tison et al., 2008].
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December. Otherwise, chlorophyll a remained mostly below
1 mg L−1 throughout the upper 70 cm of the sea ice cover for
the whole period, though we might have missed some fea-
tures due to discontinuous sampling. Biomass of sea ice
algae was determined at five different depths in the ice cor-
responding to those where chlorophyll a was determined
(Figure 4). Autotrophic biomass ranged from 32 to 205 mg
CL−1 in the top 15 cm (Figures 4a and 4b). Throughout the
whole observation period, assemblages in this layer were
mainly dominated by Phaeocystis sp., which accounted for
34%–95% of the total autotrophic biomass. Pennate diatoms
also contributed significantly to the upper ice assemblages

with a biomass ranging from 0% to 66% of the total auto-
trophic biomass. The contribution of the other identified taxa
(centric diatoms, dinoflagellates, and other flagellates) to the
autotrophic biomass amounted to generally less than 2%.
The highest autotrophic biomass levels (from 1622 to 3830
mg C L−1) were observed in the bottom 6 cm of the ice, where
pennate diatoms systematically dominated the assemblage,
accounting for 98%–100% of the autotrophic biomass
(Figure 4e). The lowest levels of autotrophic biomass (from 7
to 45 mg C L−1) were observed in interior ice (Figures 4c and
4d). The upper interior layer (Figure 4c) was most of the time
dominated by flagellates (other than dinoflagellates), which

Figure 4. Autotrophic biomass composition observed at five different depths in the ice. Note the
difference in vertical scale for the top layers (3–9 and 9–15 cm), the interior layers (40–46 and
60–66 cm), and the bottom (partly from Dumont [2009]).

Figure 3. Evolution of (a) ice chlorophyll a, (b) ice DMSP (black dots) and brine DMSP (horizontal shaded bars show
DMSPt concentration at the sackholes depth, and DMSPp proportion is shown as black area on the horizontal bars for
the last three stations), (c) underlying seawater DMSP, (d) ice DMS (black dots) and brine DMS (horizontal shaded bars),
and (e) underlying seawater DMS at the ISPOL clean site. DMS and DMSP concentrations in ice expressed in nM should be
read in nanomoles per kilogram of ice.
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represented 38%–73% of the total autotrophic biomass at
that depth in the ice. The lower interior ice level (Figure 4d)
was characterized by a relatively well mixed assemblage at
the beginning of the observation period (pennate diatoms,
39%; flagellates, 33%; dinoflagellates, 17%; and Phaeocys-
tis sp., 11%) and became largely dominated by pennate
diatoms (from 59% to 89% of the total autotrophic biomass)
from 9 December onward. A more detailed analysis can be
found in the work of Dumont et al. [2009]. The evolution
in time of total DMSP and DMS in ice profiles is given
in Figures 3b and 3d, respectively. DMSP values in the
ice spanned the whole range between a few nM and about
2600 nM, with maximum values localized within the levels
of maximum chlorophyll a. Two secondary DMSP maxima
(300–400 nM) were initially present in the upper half of the
sea ice cover (one subsurface and one at about 30 cm depth).
The subsurface one was associated with relatively low
chlorophyll a levels. These maxima rapidly diminished
(station 4 December) and stabilized at a mean value around
100 nM for the rest of the period, with the noticeable
exception of station 9 December, which displayed a broad
maximum (up to 400 nM) between 10 and 40 cm depth, with
a corresponding increase of chlorophyll a visible in the top
15 cm. The bimodal structure of the upper DMSP maxima,
however, remained present throughout the observation
period. The interior ice (45–75 cm) showed typical DMSP
values of a few tens of nM, with no obvious trend with time.
In contrast to chlorophyll a levels, DMSP concentrations in
the lowest 15 cm on average reduced in time. DMS values in
the ice (Figure 3d), ranged from negligible (upper layers at
the end of the period) to values as high as 1500 nM in the
bottom layers where both DMSP and chlorophyll a levels
were highest. As for DMSP, the main changes of DMS
concentrations occurred in the upper half of the profile. Two
events can be distinguished: Initially at about 20 nM, DMS
increased up to 60 nM, somewhat mimicking the double
maximum in DMSP at stations 4 and 9 December. From
station 14 December onward, DMS concentrations dropped
to negligible values near the surface and a linear gradient
established toward a maximum of 45 nM DMS at about
40 cm depth. The interior ice and bottom layers showed less
variability in DMS with time, apart from the last two stations,
where concentration levels tended to increase within the
interior ice. DMSP values in brine from sackholes ranged
between 20 and 167 nM (horizontal bars in Figure 3b). Brine
DMSP concentrations decreased with time, with most of the
changes occurring in the first half of the observation period,
in parallel to that observed in the ice from the upper part of
the sea ice cover. From 9 December onward, concentrations
in samples from 60 cm depth were consistently higher than
those from 20 cm depth. Particulate DMSP concentrations in
brine are only available for the second half of the observation
period. They were always higher than that for dissolved
DMSP. DMS concentrations in brines from sackholes
(horizontal bars on graphs of Figure 3d) fluctuated
between 10 and 30 nM and showed less of a reduction in
time than DMSP concentrations. At all stations, brine
DMS values from the two sampled depths were similar.
[7] DMSP and DMS concentrations in the underlying

water (Figures 3c and 3e, respectively) increased steadily
with time at all three measured depths. Both increased about
one order of magnitude: DMSP increased from about 1.5 to

14 nM, and DMS (from <0.2 to 1 nM) remained in the
subnanomolar range, with the exception of one sample at the
ice‐water interface during the final station. Profiles of DMS
to DMSP ratios in ice (Figure 5a) systematically showed
minimum values in the top 20 cm (mean 0.11, range 0.01–
0.29), whereas the bottom 5 cm always displayed higher
values (mean 0.56, range 0.27–0.93). The interior ice layer
above 60 cm depth was the most dynamic, with a maximum
at all stations between 40 and 55 cm. Starting from a
maximum value of 0.37 on 29 November, the DMS‐to‐
DMSP ratio reached its maximum value at 50 cm depth on
station 4 December (2.75). The ratio rapidly diminished on 9
December with a maximum value of 0.44 and then increased
again toward the end of the observation period (0.89 on 25
December). At the last station, a remarkable increase of the
ratio in the bottom 20 cm was observed. DMS‐to‐DMSP
ratios in the underlying water column (Figure 5b) reduced
in time from approximately 0.17 to 0.06 (mean of the 1 and
30 m depth samples). Profiles of DMSP‐to‐chlorophyll a
ratios (Figure 5c) showed relatively high and variable values
(mean, 169 nmol mg−1; range, 13–946 nmol mg−1; and
standard deviation, 187 nmol mg−1). Owing to the discrete
nature of the chlorophyll a data and the fact that these data
were obtained from a different core than DMSP data, results
should be treated with care. Again two phases could be
distinguished: During the first two stations, peak values
were observed in the subsurface samples, whereas this fea-
ture disappeared completely from 9 December onward. The
maxima observed in interior ice on 14 and 19 December
resulted from relatively low chlorophyll a levels, not from
high DMSP concentrations, and it is difficult to judge
whether this is a firm feature. The relationship between
DMSP and chlorophyll a concentrations shows a positive
linear trend (R2 = 0.706; P < 0.001; Figure 6a). There is also
a fairly good relationship between DMS and chlorophyll a
concentrations (R2 = 0.818; P < 0.001) (Figure 6b). How-
ever, these positive correlations are mainly shaped by the
extremely high values of all parameters in the bottom ice
layers. When these relationships at chlorophyll a levels
lower than 5 mg L−1(top and internal layers) were investi-
gated, no significant trend could be observed.

5. Discussion

5.1. DMSP and DMS Ranges

[8] The observed range (5–2627 nM) and mean value (171
nM) of DMSP at the ISPOL clean site are similar to what was
previously reported in the literature for spring‐summer pack
ice (Table 1). DMSP maximum values reported in this study
are, however, the highest ever observed in Antarctic sea ice,
except for the extremely high values measured in a particular
case of thick rafted sea ice (concentration up to 13,525 nM of
DMSP measured in an interior slush ice layer) [Trevena and
Jones, 2006]. DMS mean and maximum values were sig-
nificantly higher than the values previously reported by
Delille et al. [2007] and Trevena and Jones [2006]. Values of
under‐ice water DMS (range, <0.2–1.2 nM; mean, 0.5 nM)
and DMSP (range, 2–14 nM; average, 6 nM) were consistent
with values previously observed in under‐ice seawater
[Gibson et al., 1990; Kirst et al., 1991; Trevena and Jones,
2006].
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5.2. DMSP and DMS Dynamics in the Ice

[9] In this section, we discuss both the initial status and the
temporal evolution of the DMSP and DMS concentrations
within the sea ice cover. Because of the strong contrasts in
microbial communities and temporal variability of the ther-
mohaline regime (higher sensitivity in the surface layers as
compared to the bottom part), we treat bottom communities
and surface and interior communities separately.
5.2.1. Initial Concentration and Temporal Evolution of
the DMSP and DMS Profiles in the Bottom Layer
[10] Available chlorophyll a (Figure 3a) and autotrophic

biomass data (Figure 4) indicate that active primary produ-
cers were mainly located in the bottom community. The
fairly good linear positive relationship between chlorophyll a
concentration and DMSP levels (Figure 6a) suggests close
links between algal biomass and DMSP concentrations. As
previously emphasized by Levasseur et al. [1994], it is
interesting to note that, although they are known as less
efficient DMSP producers compared to Phaeocystis sp. or
dinoflagellates [Stefels et al., 2007], diatoms are in this case
the key drivers of the overall DMSP stock within our sea ice
cover at the ISPOL clean site. Note, however, that a different
conclusion might have been reached in other areas of the
ISPOL floe where flooding of the surface resulted in the
development of high biomasses in surface communities of
Phaeocystis sp. (not shown). There is also a good linear
relationship between chlorophyll a and DMS. This increase
of the DMS content with chlorophyll a, especially in the
bottom 5 cm where chlorophyll a content is above 15 mg L−1

(Figure 6b), suggests that, as DMSP production is increased,
the various processes leading to the cleavage of DMSP into
DMS are also increased (see the work of Stefels et al. [2007]
for a thorough review of all potential processes). As DMS
concentration increases in the bottom layer, so does the
DMS‐to‐DMSP ratio (ranging from 27% to 93%, Figure 5a).
Such an increase of the DMS‐to‐DMSP ratio cannot be
attributed to a community shift of autotrophic species
because the bottom assemblage remained at all times largely
dominated by pennate diatoms (Figure 4). However, proto-
zoa biomass showed a drastic change on 30 December,
compared to the previous stations. The biomass of hetero-
trophic dinoflagellates suddenly peaked at over 550 mg C L−1

in the bottom ice of station 30 December, whereas their

biomass was below 15 mg C L−1 for station 29 November to
25 December [Dumont, 2009]. This heterotrophic dinofla-
gellate population may have exerted an increased grazing
pressure on autotrophic DMSP producers of the bottom ice.
Grazing by heterotrophic dinoflagellates already proved to
be a determining process in the generation of the dissolved
pool of DMS and dissolved DMSP (DMSPd) [Archer et al.,
2001].
5.2.2. Initial Conditions in the Upper Layers
5.2.2.1. Subsurface DMSP Maximum
[11] The existence of an initial secondary maximum (300–

400 nM DMSP) at about 30 cm depth could be attributed to
the ice formation process. Such a process would have
resulted in the accumulation of suspended particulate matter
at the ice‐water interface, and with it particulate DMSP, due
to physicochemical processes and its subsequent entrapment
in the ice during freezing. Alternatively, the observed
DMSP concentration may have originated from a past active
autumnal subsurface community. Control measurements of
a DMSP profile performed several months later on a twin
core (taken at a maximum distance of a few tens of cen-
timeters) in the home laboratory also revealed the presence
of a subsurface DMSP maximum at 30 cm on 29 November
(not shown), showing this was a general initial feature of the
first‐year sea ice at the ISPOL clean site. Measurement of
continuous gas composition (O2, N2) at a 5 cm resolution on
the same core revealed oxygen supersaturation and
increased O2/N2 ratio between 20 and 40 cm depth, wit-
nessing past production of photosynthetic O2 by an interior
algal community (not shown). Even though chlorophyll a
data are not available at the depth where DMSP peaked, the
very low chlorophyll a levels (<0.5 mg L−1) available 15 cm
above and 10 cm below the occurrence of the 30 cm DMSP
maximum (Figure 3b) suggest that the community was
not active anymore at the time of sampling. Progressive
disappearance of the 30 cm depth oxygen supersaturation
(F. Brabant, unpublished data, 2008) at the next stations, as
increased permeability and brine instability drainage
developed (see previous sections), is also in favor of an algal
community that was either previously active or still living in
the ice but in a bad physiological state. The observed 30 cm
depth DMSP maximum would therefore be, at least par-
tially, the result of past primary production, although pas-
sive scavenging or attachment to the ice platelets of the

Figure 6. Relationships between chlorophyll a and (a) DMSP and (b) DMS at six different depths in
the ice.
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skeletal layer during ice growth probably contributed to the
initial algal entrapment in autumn. Another indication that
we are looking at “old” DMSP is the fact that its concen-
tration quickly decreased between 29 November and 4
December as observed for the oxygen supersaturation.
Trevena et al. [2003] also attributed the occurrence of a high
DMSP peak in interior ice to remains of an algal commu-
nity. The high DMSP ‐to‐chlorophyll a ratio these authors
observed was explained by assuming that the degradation
of chlorophyll a had been faster than that of DMSP.
5.2.2.2. Elevated Surface DMSP‐to‐Chlorophyll a
Ratios
[12] The ratios of DMSP to chlorophyll a observed in this

study (mean, 169 nmol mg−1; range, 13–946 nmol mg−1; and
SD, 187 nmol mg−1) compare well with the values previ-
ously observed in thick Antarctic fast ice (mean, 243 nmol
mg−1; range, 1–3200 nmol mg−1; and SD, 440 nmol mg−1) by
Trevena et al. [2003]. This is particularly high compared to
the mean ratio of 52 ± 37 observed in open waters with
Haptophytes [Stefels et al., 2007] among them Phaeocystis
antarctica, well known for its high DMSP content and its
ability to form communities in sea ice. Both environmen-
tally dependent physiological processes within algal cells
and community species composition affect the DMSP‐to‐
chlorophyll a ratio. It was shown that increasing light
intensity [Stefels et al., 2007, and references therein] and
increasing salinity [Stefels, 2000] of the medium both
induce higher DMSP‐to‐C ratios (and indirectly DMSP‐to‐
chlorophyll a ratios) in Phaeocystis cells. The initial profile
of 29 November showing a steady increase of the DMSP‐to‐
chlorophyll a ratio toward the surface may illustrate the
adaptation of autotrophic organisms in the ice in response to
a gradient in light intensity and/or brine salinity both
increasing toward the surface. Alternatively, this profile
could reflect the strong contrast in the autotrophic commu-
nity between the bottom layer dominated by pennate dia-
toms (Figure 4e) and the surface layers dominated by
Phaeocystis sp., with diatoms being known for lower
DMSP‐to‐chlorophyll a ratios [Stefels et al., 2007]. We find
further arguments to dissociate these factors in section
5.2.3.2, which discusses the time evolution of the profiles.
5.2.3. Temporal Evolution of the Upper Layers
5.2.3.1. Changes in DMSP and DMS Profiles
[13] As stated above, most of the DMSP concentration

changes occurred in the upper part of the ice cover during the
first half of the period under a regime of active brine drain-
age. The specific situation of station 9 December, where
concentrations increased drastically in the upper 30 cm, was
probably linked with localized surface infiltration of nutri-
ent‐ and microorganism‐rich slush that likely temporarily
boosted the primary production within the brine network
[Tison et al., 2008]. Increased DMSP levels (about 400 nM)
were indeed paralleled by increases in algal standing stock
(2 mg L−1 chlorophyll a). DMSP concentration profiles were
less subject to changes during the second half of the period,
when the brine network became stratified and transport
became limited to settling of particles due to gravity and
diffusion along concentration gradients for dissolved ele-
ments [Tison et al., 2008]. Differences in DMS profiles
between the first and second half of the observation period in
the upper part of the sea ice cover also coincided with the
change in brine regime. A linear DMS gradient, established

between negligible concentration at the surface and a stable
40 nM maximum at about 40 cm depth, replaced the initial
bimodal structure of the profile as the brine system switched
from downward drainage to stratification (14 December
onward). Several mechanisms can explain this sudden
decrease of DMS in the upper 40 cm. As indicated by Tison
et al. [2008], the large increase in relative brine volume
between 14 and 30 December may have caused partial loss of
brines and gaseous inclusions upon ice core retrieval, even
though caution was taken to cool down the cores just after
extraction. However, the fact that a gradient was still clearly
observed at all stations after 14 December (as opposed to no
trend or total loss) does not support a dominant impact of
such a sampling bias. Another potential mechanism for the
observed DMS gradient is photo‐oxidative conversion to
DMSO within the surface layers. However, we do not have
indications for such a mechanism. Ongoing DMSO mea-
surements show very stable profiles in the upper half of
the sea ice cover from 14 December onward, with even a
subsequent decrease in the top 30 cm for the last two stations
(F. Brabant, unpublished data, 2008). Alternatively, increasing
permeability could favor DMS transfer to the atmosphere and
therefore establish the observed gradient, provided a source
existed in the intermediate layers (see section 5.2.3.3). As
discussed by Tison et al. [2008], discontinuous superimposed
ice was only observed to form during the last two stations and
therefore would only have hampered DMS fluxes to the
atmosphere at the end of the observation period. Direct CO2

flux measurements at the ice surface showed that the influx of
CO2 was indeed hampered during the last two sampling dates
and could be reestablished by removing the superimposed ice
layer (B. Delille, personal communication, 2008). The mod-
erate increase in DMS observed for the last two stations in the
lower interior ice (below 60 cm) was probably linked to dif-
fusion processes from the steady bottom maximum upward
within the stratified brine medium as the decaying season
proceeded and as the DMS production in the bottom com-
munity increased.
5.2.3.2. Decrease of the DMSP‐to‐Chlorophyll a Ratio
in the Surface Layers
[14] Figure 5c clearly shows a strong decrease of the

DMSP‐to‐chlorophyll a ratio in the surface layers during the
first half of the observation period. As shown in Figure 7,
there is a fairly good relationship between computed
brine salinity and DMSP‐to‐chlorophyll a ratio in the upper
12.5 cm for all stations. This simultaneous decrease of
DMSP‐to‐chlorophyll a ratio and brine salinity as a con-
sequence of the progressive dilution of the sea ice brine
with meltwater during sea ice decay might be interpreted as a
physiological adaptation but might also reveal a general
community shift with time. In the latter case, species char-
acterized by a lower DMSP‐to‐chlorophyll a ratio (e.g.,
diatoms at the expense of Phaeocystis sp.) would have pro-
gressively become dominant in the community. The evolu-
tion of the autotrophic biomass with time in the upper layer
(Figures 4a and 4b), however, supports the hypothesis that
the change of DMSP‐to‐chlorophyll a ratio was rather driven
by the brine salinity drop. No drastic change in the contri-
bution of the different species to the autotrophic biomass
(almost systematically dominated by Phaeocystis sp.) was
observed from 29 November to 9 December when most of
the change occurred in the ratio of DMSP to chlorophyll a.
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5.2.3.3. DMSP‐to‐DMS Conversion
[15] To investigate the conversion dynamics of DMSP

into DMS in the ice, we consider hereafter the evolution of
the DMS‐to‐DMSP ratio (Figure 5a). A few common fea-
tures characterize all stations, independent of time. First, the
DMSP originally linked to algal cells fixed to the walls of
brine channels and brine pockets was released into the brine
medium (see section 5.3) throughout the observation period
as a result of the progressive rise in temperature and con-
sequential internal ice melting. Second, all stations showed
a layer of minimum brine volume located between 55 and
70 cm depth (Figure 2a) potentially acting as a local con-
striction of the sea ice brine network, slowing down the
downward movement of solutes and particulate matter.
Indeed, even after the interconnectivity of the brine network
has been reestablished above the 5% brine volume thresh-
old, permeability still increases with increasing brine vol-
ume [e.g., Golden et al., 2007]. Finally, the DMS‐to‐DMSP
ratio (Figure 5a) indicated that conversion of DMSP to DMS
occurred above the area of brine network constriction. The
active brine drainage that characterized the first phase of the
observation period (stations 29 November and 4 December)
induced an effective downward transfer to the level of
minimum brine volume of both DMS and DMSP available
in the brine network, favoring accumulation of material in
the layers above the brine network constriction. The local
maximum of the DMSP‐to‐chlorophyll a ratio that devel-
oped at about 40 cm depth at stations 14 and 19 December
(Figure 5c) may indicate that the local accumulation of
degrading algal cells indeed occurred, because such an
increase cannot be explained by either an increase in light
intensity or an increase in brine salinity. Also, there have
been no significant changes in the contribution of different
species to the autotrophic assemblage (Figure 4c). The slush
infiltration event that occurred at station 9 December [Tison
et al., 2008] is likely responsible for the more homogenous
DMS/DMSP profile observed. The increased transfer of
solutes (along with DMS and DMSP in the brine) through
the brine network down to the seawater would have made
the DMS/DMSP profile more uniform than the profile of the
previous station. Note, however, that this could also be the
result of spatial variability since station 9 December was

located closer to border ridges and therefore more prone to
slush infiltration. The second phase of the observation
period (from station 14 December onward), however, is
characterized by a drastic slowdown in fluid movement and
solute transport through the ice cover because of the strati-
fication of the sea ice brine network. This stratification
implies that DMSP released from the brine channels or brine
pocket walls overhead was transferred more slowly down-
ward by sedimentation through the brine network. DMSP
therefore accumulated at a lower rate above the depth of
minimum porosity than under the influence of brine drain-
age. The lower rate of DMSP accumulation would have
slowed down the production of DMS and delayed the new
buildup of the DMS/DMSP maximum. In addition, the
intensity of the DMS/DMSP maximum must have been
affected by the rate of DMS loss either through brine
drainage (first phase) or diffusion (second phase), especially
toward the atmosphere as suggested by DMS profiles.
Several factors may explain the conversion of DMSP to
DMS in this particular zone. Exudation of DMSP by some
algal species in the surrounding environment may have
occurred in response to the brine dilution caused by the
steady internal ice melting. Such aprocess has already
proven to occur with some algal species (Phaeocystis sp.) in
response to a salinity decrease in the environment [Stefels
and Dijkhuizen, 1996]. In situ conversion of DMSPd to
DMS may have occurred under the influence of algal or
bacterial DMSP lyase, a salinity decrease being additionally
favorable to the enzyme activity [Stefels and Dijkhuizen,
1996]. Heterotrophic dinoflagellates and ciliates were also
observed to increase in this layer, although at lower con-
centrations than in the bottom layer [Dumont, 2009]. They
also may have played a role in the production of DMS by
grazing on autotrophic DMSP producers like Phaeocystis sp.
and dinoflagellates [Archer et al., 2001]. Along the same
lines, the general increase of the DMS‐to‐DMSP ratio below
60 cm is very likely attributed to the sudden increase of
heterotrophic dinoflagellates, which would be responsible
for an increased DMS production by grazing as stated earlier.

5.3. DMSP and DMS Dynamics in the Brine

[16] DMS(P) concentrations from 20 cm depth sackhole
brines appeared to be lower than the concentrations mea-
sured in bulk ice samples. This finding was unexpected,
considering that pure ice crystals are devoid of the two
compounds, and brines formed between 9% and 33% of the
bulk sea ice volume (Figure 2a). Also DMS(P) concentra-
tions from 60 cm depth sackhole brines, although both rel-
atively and absolutely higher than brines from 20 cm depth,
were still lower than expected. One way to visualize that
concept is to reconstruct DMSP and DMS concentrations in
the brine from observed bulk ice values and relative brine
volumes. Results of this exercise are shown in Figures 8a
(DMSP) and 8b (DMS). Clearly, both calculated DMSP
and DMS concentrations are higher than measured values by
a factor of up to 20. As far as DMSP is concerned, this can
be explained with a well‐known feature that algal cells are
mainly fixed to the walls of brine channels and pockets
rather than floating freely into the brine medium [Krembs
et al., 2002]. Algae biomass percentage attached to brine
channel walls evolved from 97% to 57% during the ISPOL
experiment (S. Becquevort, personal communication, 2008).

Figure 7. Values of DMSP‐to‐chlorophyll a ratio against
computed brine salinity in the upper 12.5 cm of the sea
ice cover.
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This can be explained by the increasing release into the
brine medium of material fixed to the walls of brine inclu-
sions (including intracellular or particulate DMSPp) by
melting. Such a process is confirmed by our observation that
the discrepancy between measured and reconstructed brine
DMSP values became globally smaller as the sea ice cover
decayed. The fact that DMSP concentrations from 20 cm
depth sackholes are generally lower than those at 60 cm and
further below the bulk ice values, especially at the first two
stations, may be attributed to a lower ice temperature toward
the surface. Reduced melting at lower temperatures indeed
releases a smaller amount of particulate material into the
sackhole, because that material still adheres to the brine
inclusions walls.
[17] Differences between observed and reconstructed

brine DMS values were less expected, because that com-
pound should essentially exist as a solute in the brine
medium. The only plausible explanation, which is in
accordance with the observed DMS profiles in the ice of the
upper layers during the second half of the observation
period, is that the in situ production of DMS was so
important that it maintained high levels of concentration at
all times well above saturation. These were then potentially
responsible for substantial losses during sackhole brine
collection, either through bubbles degassing or through
enhanced diffusion. DMS concentration in brines in equi-
librium with the atmospheric DMS concentration values
(from 0.2 to 5 nmol m−3), measured by Zemmelink et al.
[2008] during the same experiment, were calculated.
According toDacey et al. [1984], DMS in seawater at −0.8°C
(average temperature of the brine within the top 20 cm of
the ice from stations 19 to 30 December) has a Henry’s
constant of 0.676. Considering an average air temperature
of −4.8°C during the study period and the atmospheric
DMS concentration values measured by Zemmelink et al.
[2008], DMS partial pressure ranged from 4.4 × 10−12

atm to 1.1 × 10−10 atm. The DMS concentration in seawater
in equilibrium with the latter partial pressure range from 6.5
× 10−3 nM to 1.6 × 10−1 nM, which is two to four orders of
magnitude less than the concentration measured in the
brines collected at 20 cm depth (from 11 to 22 nM). As a
result, high concentration gradients were established with

the atmosphere leading to substantial losses of DMS,
especially for the brine accumulating in the sackholes as
compared to those sampled together with the bulk ice.
Furthermore, if supersaturation had led to DMS‐rich bubble
formation in the ice, these would have been detected by the
dry extraction technique, while clearly escaping from the
collected sackhole brines, strengthening the discrepancy.
Again, the latter was likely to be reduced as the warming of
the sea ice progressed and as the brine volume increased
drastically in the upper layers of the sea ice cover, poten-
tially enhancing exchange of the bulk ice DMS with the
atmosphere or with the snow pack above (Figure 8b). A
complementary process that would sustain these enhanced
exchanges is presented in section 5.4.

5.4. DMSP and DMS Dynamics in the Water

[18] Both DMSP and DMS concentration increased with
time in the water underneath the sea ice cover. Concentra-
tion levels, however, remained quite low (1%–5%) as
compared to the values observed within the bottom ice
layers (Figures 3c and 3e). Figure 5b also shows that ini-
tially, with the exception of station 29 November, the rela-
tive proportion of DMS was higher, possibly reflecting the
contribution from brine drainage during the first half of the
observation period. Later on, the relative proportion of
DMSP in the water increased, probably as a result of the
progressive release into the brine medium of DMSP fixed to
the brine channel walls. In situ production of DMSP in the
water column is indeed less of an option given the very low
and constant chlorophyll a levels observed during the first
half of the observation period (0.03–0.06 mg Chl a L−1).
Contemporaneous observations of DMS and DMSP con-
centrations in the leads nearby [Zemmelink et al., 2005] are
worth comparing to our data set. Their measurements, per-
formed between 0 and 4 m depth with a decimeter resolution
in the upper 30 cm, showed values similar to our water
concentrations, below 30 cm depth. However, surface
values reached much higher levels of about 45 and 100 nM
for DMS and DMSP, respectively. These are intermediate
between those that were found in sea ice (40 and 100 nM)
and brine (10–30 and 30–167 nM) at the ISPOL clean site. It
therefore suggests that a lateral connection was present

Figure 8. (a) Relationship between measured brine DMSP and calculated brine DMSP and (b) relation-
ship between measured brine DMS and calculated brine DMS. The dashed line represents a one‐to‐one
relationship. Note the difference in vertical and horizontal scales between Figures 8a and 8b.
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between the brine existing within the upper 40 cm honey-
comb‐like ice layer and the surface waters of the leads. The
relatively low salinity of those surface brines (down to 21)
favored buoyancy and contribution to the signature of the
surface layer of the leads nearby. Together with the patchy
biologically enriched flooded surface layers existing in other
areas of the ISPOL floe (D. N. Thomas, personal commu-
nication, 2006), the honeycomb‐like layer that characterizes
decaying summer sea ice [Haas et al., 2001; Ackley et al.,
2008] was therefore a potentially major contributor to
DMS release.

5.5. Impact of Sea Ice on the Regional DMSP and DMS
Budget

[19] DMSP and DMS burdens were calculated in the ice
and in the water (Figure 9). Clearly, these should only be
considered rough estimates. Although the measurements
were made on a limited area of the same ice floe, the floe
had been drifting for more than 100 km northward during
the course of the experiment, thereby partially decoupling
the ice cover from underlying sea water at the small scale.
However, as far as sea ice is concerned, DMSP burdens
decreased regularly throughout the observation period from
254 to 84 mmol m−2. After a peak at 92 mmol m−2 on 4
December, DMS burdens stabilized around a mean value of
39 mmol m−2 for the rest of the observation period. In the
under‐ice water column, DMSP and DMS burdens were
calculated based on the interface, 1 m, and 30 m measure-
ments and integrated over the mixed layer depth of 40 m
[Absy et al., 2008]. DMSP burdens increased steadily from
67 mmol m−2 to culminate at 465 mmol m−2 on 30 December
while DMS burdens slowly increased from 0.4 to 42 mmol
m−2. The progressive fall of DMSP burdens in the ice might
be seen as a result of DMSP loss to the seawater through
brine drainage and in situ conversion to DMS and biological
consumption. The occurrence of an ice DMS burden peak
on 4 December corresponded with the sharpest decrease of
DMSP burden observed between the first two stations,

which suggests that a part of the DMSP had likely been
converted to DMS in the ice. Stabilization of the ice DMS
burden from 9 December onward reflects the fact that a
balance was reached between the production of DMS and its
removal from the ice through degassing and diffusion to the
atmosphere, diffusion to the ice‐water interface, photo-
chemical oxidation, and bacterial consumption. The increase
of water DMSP burden concurrent with the decrease of ice
DMSP burden suggests that sea ice was an important source
of DMSP for the water column at that moment of the year.
The moderate increase of DMS observed in the underlying
seawater is likely to be the result of the balance between the
release of DMS and DMSP from sea ice, the conversion of
DMSP to DMS in the water column, and the biological or
photochemical removal of DMS from the water column
[Slezak et al., 2001, 2007].
[20] To assess the impact of sea ice on the regional sulfur

budget, total DMSP + DMS fluxes in ice and water were
calculated as the difference between the DMS + DMSP
burdens of two consecutive sampling days, within ice and
water, respectively (Table 2). The constantly negative DMS
(P) flux from the ice reflects a continuous loss of DMSP
and DMS through different processes of degassing and
diffusion of DMS to the atmosphere and downward
migration of DMSP and DMS with the draining brines at
the beginning of the observation period. The evolution of
burdens (Figure 9) clearly shows that most of the flux from
the ice was due to DMSP loss. The contrast between the
strong fluxes observed for the first two stations, where most
of the DMSP and DMS loss rapidly occurred (69% of the
total observed loss from the ice occurred between stations
29 November and 9 December), and the rest of the obser-
vation period corresponded with the change in brine regime.
Rapid loss of DMSP and DMS coincided with the sharpest
decrease of salinity observed between the first three sta-
tions, reflecting mass transport of solutes through the brine
inclusions network under the influence of brine drainage

Figure 9. DMSP and DMS burden evolution in the ice and underlying 40 m water column.
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events [Tison et al., 2008]. This emphasizes the importance
of brine drainage in the control of the sea ice DMSP and
DMS dynamics during sea ice decay. Integrated fluxes over
the whole observation period (average fluxes in Table 2)
were of the same order of magnitude as previous regional
estimates of 9.4 mmol DMS m−2 d−1 in the Australian sector
of the Southern Ocean [Curran and Jones, 2000] and
measurement of 11 mmol DMS m−2 d−1 over the multiyear
ice of the ISPOL floe [Zemmelink et al., 2008]. Our esti-
mates, which include the contribution of both DMS and
DMSP as well as the loss to the water column, seem low,
however, in comparison to the value reported by Zemmelink
et al. [2008], who solely measured ice‐air DMS flux. Given
the location of the flux tower on the multiyear ice zone of
the ISPOL floe characterized by the presence of algal sur-
face communities known to be highly productive [Kattner
et al., 2004], it is reasonable to think that the average flux
measured by Zemmelink et al. [2008] largely reflected DMS
coming from such surface communities. These measured
fluxes were also likely widely influenced by DMS emis-
sions from surrounding leads where high DMS levels were
observed in the surface microlayer [Zemmelink et al., 2005].
Such contributions of surface communities (not observed at
the sampled clean site) and leads were not captured in our
estimates. The difference between the calculated average
fluxes (DMS + DMSP) from the ice (5.4 mmol DMS(P) m−2

d−1) and to the water (14.2 mmol DMS(P) m−2 d−1) by a
factor of about 3 can have several causes: (1) uncertainty in
the reconstruction of water burdens from only three con-
centration measurements for a 40 m water column; (2)
potential decoupling of ice cover from underlying seawater
because of ice drift; (3) potential underestimation of DMS
and DMSP losses from the ice due to sampling biases,
especially in the interface bottom layer; (4) temporal reso-
lution of the flux calculation, implying a potential lack of
information on DMS and DMSP production and losses from
the ice occurring at rates higher than the 5 day time interval;
and (5) the potential in situ algal DMSP production in the
water column, which would contribute to the calculated
positive flux.

6. Conclusions and Perspectives

[21] For the first time ever, we give a full description and
discuss DMS and DMSP high‐resolution profiles in sea ice,
in a time series perspective. It is shown that the sea ice
thermohaline regime plays a major role in controlling the
DMS and DMSP dynamics within the sea ice cover, espe-
cially in the surface layers and interior of the sea ice cover,
owing to the large changes in surface energy balance during
spring and summer. This is either directly through the
release of DMSP from the brine channel walls and the
control of the DMSP and DMS migration within the brine

inclusion network or, indirectly, through promoting a
physiological response of ice DMSP producers. In this case
of the ISPOL clean site, where no flooding of the surface
layers with seawater occurred (positive freeboard through-
out), DMSP production was dominated by pennate diatoms
within the bottom layers, because their much higher biomass
overcompensated their known lesser DMSP synthesis effi-
ciency per unit cell.
[22] We produce first estimates of the impact of decaying

sea ice on the regional sulfur budget in the Weddell Sea and
show that these are of the same order of magnitude as those
previously reported in other studies for DMS in Antarctic
open waters. Our fluxes are most probably underestimated,
given the potentially huge contribution of surface commu-
nities that were not present at our study site. However, these
estimates already demonstrate that sea ice acts at that
moment of the year as an important and continuous source
of DMSP and DMS with respect to the ocean and the
atmosphere. This study also stresses the lack of available
information on physiological adaptation of the ice commu-
nity toward changing abiotic conditions during sea ice decay
and the role DMS(P) metabolism plays in that adaptation.
This is a fundamental prerequisite to adequate modeling of
sea ice controls on the flux of climatically significant sulfur
compounds to the atmosphere. Future work should therefore
be dedicated to metabolic studies performed under real
conditions where physiological and physicochemical pro-
cesses can interact. DMSO concentration measurements
would also provide essential information to complete the
sulfur budget and shed more light on the sulfur cycle
dynamics in sea ice. Finally, ongoing studies on algal and
microbial determination and relationships to organic matter
will certainly provide further clarification of the control
processes of DMS, DMSP, and DMSO production and
transformation within the sea ice medium.
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